
This exploration workshop o�ers children a myriad of possibilities to rediscover their 5 senses in a fun way and develop their taste’s library. 
Through play, it becomes easier to introduce new ingredients especially when all the participants are gathered around the table to share a 
collective tasting session! Please use the following methodology to carry out this transdisciplinary workshop and how to use the games in 
your classroom, activity center or at home for parents… 

  Preparations of your culinary Xploration workshop.
 1. The "Xplor fruit" pack comes with the basic version of the game, but if you buy the "Xplor food" expansion pack, you will be able to o�er a 
second workshop on vegetables and spices! 
2. Number of participants: It is possible to play from 2 to 8 players (or in teams of 2) but it is recommended 4-6 participants per table. 
3. The duration of a workshop is approximately 1.5 hours and is done in two stages:
 - 30 - 45 minutes to play the game Xplor Fruits (or play Xplor food "to discover vegetables and spices)
- 45- 60 min for the collective tasting session of all the ingredients brought back (after a long and perilous journey) by our little explorers that 
are now available today at home or in your classroom ! 
 4. Buy all the ingredients in advance! Try to select many di�erent fruits / vegetables, herbs and spices and if possible many exotics ones, 
wash and cut them into pieces and place them on small plates so that each explorer can bring back a plate and the related card  of the 
ingredient to his port of departure. To help you with your purchase, select the ingredients on these tests tables that list more than 50 
combinations of �avors and 20 exotic fruits. To anticipate your purchase, I have specially created a table by season that will allow you to 
purchase fresher, much better and perfectly ripe ingredients. As a reward for all participants, do not forget to buy dark chocolate bars.
5. Set up a game board on each table (4 -6 players) 
6. Place each piece of fruit, vegetable purchased on di�erent small plates and arrange them around the board games table close to the 
continent they belong to along with their descriptives cards. For example, place a small plate with some pieces of mango and the related red 
card on the table near Asia, the pineapple and its blue card near the Americas, the dates and its yellow card near the 'Africa etc. Do this 
operation of the purchased ingredients for each playing table. 
7. Preparation of the explorer’s card  and the same color boat. To avoid con�icts between children to obtain one desired boat, I advise you to 
choose the explorer for them by placing one explorer card on each place. Then, place all the boats at the European departure ports (except 
the blue boat of Zhengh He which will be positioned in China). 
Here you are, you are ready and it’s time to welcome your little explorers!
 8. Before starting to play, it is important to explain to the participants that they become a famous explorer of the 15th century and that they 
will soon discover “exotic” ingredients that appear so common today but that were unknown at that time!  You will see, It will be di�cult for 
them to conceive that  did not exist in Europe our good potatoes, the chocolate, the vanilla, the strawberries and even the tomatoes from 
the Americas, the African melon, the Asian mango and the list is long… Not to mention the Asian spices like pepper, nutmeg, cloves which 
cost as much as gold at that time. When the player takes a seat , he must read his explorer's card and study his voyage with the same color.
9. Once a participant reaches the new continent, he must bring back to Europe an ingredient of his choice, always accompanied by his 
descriptive card. When all the participants have �nished the game, it's time to start the collective tasting session of all the new ingredients 
discovered in the New World. 
10. You will then become the master of the Ceremony by presenting each food item one by one (now grouped together on a single table) so 
that the children can evaluate the �avors of the mixtures using the 3 tables of tests of this guide. Because 80% of taste comes from smell, 
you have to use  the methodology of the “wine tasting”. Here are the 6 steps to successfully complete your 5 senses workshop and for each of 
the tasting’s operation , ask the participants to: 
A) "Watch" for a visual inspection of the ingredients 
B) "Touch" to identify the texture of the presented food.
 C) “Smell deeply” to identify the aromas thanks to the ortho nasal olfaction as described on the bottom �gure of the tables 
 D) “Taste” and keep the food in the mouth for a long time to fully enjoy the �avors thanks to the retro nasal olfaction.( the same �gure )
 E) " Give a score" on each ingredient and the food pairings described. 
 F) "Analyze" the results! Participants will then understand that by combining the right spices with the right ingredients, they can improve 
the results.  One particularly relevant example are the tests of the cocoa or the grapefruit and the lemon which I highly recommend buying 
to test them out. In fact, adding sugar to cocoa or grapefruit reduces the bitterness while adding sugar to the lemon reduces acidity. It is just 
magical to analyze the ratings of all the little explorers to notice that often the tastes of cocoa, grapefruit or lemon change from a rating of 1 
when tasted alone to 9 with the addition of sugar!
11. You end the workshop by tasting the chocolate for everyone (and more for the winners) and read the card beforehand to �nish learning 
that the cocoa is native from Mexico and that it recommended to add some crystal salt (�eur de sel) to increase its taste! 
12. Each participant will receive the complete pack to continue their explorations and evaluations at home.  
                                                    The educational pack is available online here: https://www.xplorgames.no/workshops 

Happy Culinary Xploration! 
Optional extra activity: Visit a local grocery store or farm with the children before starting your workshop above. If you wnt a longer 
workshop, you can always add this activity over a whole day or during a summer vacation camp. When the kids are involved in the selection 
of food, then they will be more enthusiastic about try the food and will take advantage of the visit to the farm tour to meet the farmers and 
learn where the food they eat comes from!
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